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Quantum information protools utilizing atomi ensembles require preparation of a oherent spin
state (CSS) of the ensemble as an important starting point. We investigate the magneto-optial
resonane method for haraterizing a spin state of esium atoms in a paran oated vapor ell.
Atoms in a onstant magneti eld are subjet to an o-resonant laser beam and an RF magneti
eld. The spetrum of the Zeeman sub-levels, in partiular the weak quadrati Zeeman eet,
enables us to measure the spin orientation, the number of atoms, and the transverse spin oherene
time. Notably the use of 894nm pumping light on the D1-line, ensuring the state F = 4, mF = 4
to be a dark state, helps us to ahieve spin orientation of better than 98%. Hene we an establish
a CSS with high auray whih is ritial for the analysis of the entangled states of atoms.
PACS numbers: 32.30.Dx, 32.80.Bx, 76.70.Hb
I. INTRODUCTION
The spin state of ensembles of alkaline atoms have
been studied for a long time in many dierent ontexts,
e.g. sensitive magneti eld measurements [1℄, frequeny
standards [2℄, and reently within the eld of quantum
information. Coherent transfer of states of the eletro-
magneti eld to atomi spin states with the aid of ele-
tromagnetially indued transpareny has been demon-
strated [3, 4℄. A sample of esium atoms has been spin
squeezed [5℄, two samples of esium atoms have been
entangled [6℄, and in [7, 8℄ the sensitivity of atomi
spin states to quantum utuations of the eletromag-
neti eld was demonstrated. Some of these experiments
require the preparation of a oherent spin state, CSS,
(e.g. all atoms pumped into the magneti substate F = 4,
mF = 4 in the esium ground state).
This paper provides a detailed report on the reation
and haraterization of the oherent spin state used in the
reent experiments on entanglement and quantum mem-
ory [6, 7, 8℄. The importane of the CSS of a marosopi
ensemble is primarily in that the transverse spin ompo-
nents of this state are in the minimum unertainty state
and thus provide a neessary starting point for observing
quantum eets. For example, in order to apply the ne-
essary and suient onditions of the entanglement and
spin squeezing [9, 10℄ one has to know the variane of
the CSS. Unlike in ase of the shot noise of light, atomi
oherent state noise annot be easily established via inde-
pendent measurements. It therefore has to be determined
∗
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experimentally in eah ase.
In this paper we report measurements of the orienta-
tion, the oherene time, and the number of atoms in
a spin ensemble in one seleted hyperne ground state
(e.g. the F = 4 states in esium). This is done by
induing weak transitions among the Zeeman sublevels
by radio-frequeny magneti elds. Other similar prob-
ing methods have been demonstrated in [11℄ where mi-
rowave magneti elds on the hyperne transition are
used to haraterize the eieny of optial pumping
into e.g. the F = 3,mF = 0 state. Also, uoresene
from atoms exited by the pumping proess an give in-
formation about the exited spin state whih again hints
on the ground spin state [12℄. In the literature, the spin
state of atoms is often modelled by numerial solutions
to rate equations. We make a dierent approah by tai-
loring simple ad ho models to desribe the main features
of the spin state.
The paper is arranged as follows. In setion II we de-
sribe the ground spin state of our atoms theoretially.
This inludes an introdution to the notation and the
partiular physial system used in the experiment IIA,
deriving equations of motion II B, and modelling the dis-
tribution and oherene time of atoms among Zeeman
sublevels II C. In the experimental setion III we desribe
the atual setup IIIA, disuss the onditions for resolv-
ing the quadrati Zeeman eet III B, and demonstrate
that our models atually desribe the experiments III C.
Muh of the emphasis is put on the quadrati Zeeman
eet and the ability to resolve this spetrosopially.
However, in some experimental onditions this is not the
ase and we disuss how we an employ our tehniques
in a non-resolved regime IIID and also in a regime with
pulsed lasers IV. In appendix A we review the quadrati
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FIG. 1: An experimental spetrum (dots) of magneti tran-
sitions among the nine sublevels of the F = 4 ground state
in esium. An external RF-magneti eld (the frequeny of
whih is shown on the absissa) modulates the spin state. The
reorded response, alled the magneto-optial resonane sig-
nal (MORS), is shown on the ordinate axis. The solid line
is a t to a model to be developed in setion II C, where the
parameters and the denition of MORS will also be arefully
explained. The many peaks tells us that atoms are distributed
among all nine levels resulting in a low orientation p = 0.346.
The line width 9.4Hz is a diret measure of the deay rate
of spin oherene. Aording to Eq. (A5) the orresponding
F = 3 signal is approximately 1kHz away and does not inter-
fere here. The inset shows the level struture of the ground
states of esium following Eq. (A2). Our experiment is arried
out around 10−4T whih is far into the linear regime. How-
ever, with a suiently good resolution the quadrati eet
is visible.
Zeeman eet.
II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
In this setion, we introdue the physis and notation
whih will enable us to understand how magneto-optial
resonane an be used to haraterize the spin state of
an atomi gas sample.
A. Spin State Evolution in the Proess of the
Double Magneti Resonane
Let us onsider an ensemble of atoms in a Zeeman mul-
tiplet in the ground state of an alkali, in our ase this is
the F = 4 state in esium. Applying an external mag-
neti eld, the energy of eah magneti sublevel hanges
as shown in the inset of Fig. 1. For low elds the splitting
between two levels grows linearly with eld strength with
small quadrati orretions given by νQZ = 2ν
2
L/νhfs,
where νL is the Zeeman splitting, or the Larmor fre-
queny, and νhfs is the hyperne splitting. This is known
as the quadrati Zeeman eet, for ompleteness we have
summarized the most important results in appendix A.
Applying RF-magneti elds we an indue transitions
between magneti sublevels. Our spetral resolution is
suiently high in order to observe the small energy
shifts aused by the quadrati Zeeman eet, see Fig. 1.
We see eight distint lines orresponding to transitions
between two adjaent levels among the 2F + 1 possible
levels in the F = 4 state. The onnetion between the
spin state and the spetrum in Fig. 1 will be derived in
the following, we will be able to fully haraterize the
spin state in many situations important for other exper-
iments.
We haraterize the state of atoms by the density op-
erator ρˆij given by
ρˆij =
1
N
N∑
k=1
ρˆ
(k)
ij =
1
N
N∑
k=1
|i〉k 〈j|k (1)
where i, j = −F,−F + 1, . . . , F parametrizes the mag-
neti sublevels |i〉 or |j〉 in Dira notation, and the sum
is done over all individual atoms. With the z-axis as
quantization axis we may express the total marosopi
angular momentum of the atoms in the hyperne state
F as
Fˆx =
1
2
{
Fˆ+ + Fˆ−
}
=
= N
F−1∑
m=−F
C(F,m)
2
{ρˆm+1,m + ρˆm,m+1} (2a)
Fˆy =
1
2i
(
Fˆ+ − Fˆ−
)
=
= N
F−1∑
m=−F
C(F,m)
2i
{ρˆm+1,m − ρˆm,m+1} (2b)
Fˆz = N
∑
m
mρˆmm (2)
where C(F,m) =
√
F (F + 1)−m(m+ 1) and Fˆ± are
raising/lowering operators for the spin along z. Note, if
we are interested in alulating the spin omponents of
F, it sues to alulate the diagonal terms and the rst
o-diagonal terms in the density matrix. This enables us
to desribe eets like the orientation of the spin state,
see Se. II C. In general, to desribe aspets of alignment
we also need seond o-diagonal terms. We restrit our
desription to diagonal and rst o-diagonal terms in the
following.
The Hamiltonian of spins subjet to a magneti eld
B an be written
Hˆ = gFµBF ·B+O(B2) (3)
where the seond order orretion is desribed in ap-
pendix A. We will partly inlude this seond order or-
retion, sine it will prove to be important for the energy
levels. We will plae a onstant bias magneti eld with
3strengthB
bias
along the z-axis and apply an RF-magneti
eld |BRF | cos(ωt+φ) along the x-axis. The Hamiltonian
may now be written (for a single atom)
Hˆ =
F∑
m=−F
~ωm · ρˆmm
+
gFµB
4N
(
Fˆ+BRF e
−iωt + Fˆ−B
∗
RF e
iωt
) (4)
where BRF = |BRF |e−iφ is the omplex amplitude. The
rst term is primarily FzBz, but we take the seond order
orretions into aount by expliitly stating the energy
levels ~ωm of them'th sublevel. The seond term is FˆxBx
originating from the x-polarized RF-magneti eld whih
indues transitions between the magneti sublevels. The
rotating wave approximation has been made here. We
may wish to write the Hamiltonian entirely in terms of
the density operators ρˆij :
Hˆ =
F∑
m=−F
~ωm · ρˆmm
+
gFµB
4
F−1∑
m=−F
(
C(F,m)ρˆm+1,mBRF e
−iωt + h..
)
(5)
The equations of motion are now determined by
∂ρˆij
∂t
=
1
i~
[
ρˆij , Hˆ
]
+ deay terms (6)
where the rst term is the oherent evolution of the sys-
tem, and the interation with the environment will be
put in by hand as deay terms.
B. Solution of equations of motion
We will now solve equations (5) and (6), and to illumi-
nate the method for solving these equations, we will pik
out a single example and work it out thoroughly. The
time derivative of e.g. ρˆ12 is
∂ρˆ12
∂t
=
1
i~
[
ρˆ12, Hˆ
]
− Γ/2 · ρˆ12
= −i(ω2 − ω1)ρˆ12 − Γ/2 · ρˆ12
+
igFµB
4~
{
C(F, 1)[ρˆ22 − ρˆ11]BRF e−iωt
+ [C(F, 0)ρˆ02 − C(F, 2)ρˆ13]B∗RF eiωt
}
(7)
where we have just inserted the Hamiltonian (5) into (6)
and added the deay term, −Γ/2 · ρˆ12. We will restrit
ourselves to a desription of spins in the ase where
Fx, Fy ≪ Fz , i.e. the angle θ that the spins deviate
from being oriented along the z-axis is muh less than
unity. From equations (2a-2) this an roughly be writ-
ten as ρˆm+1,m ≈ θ · ρˆm,m, and following the same lines
ρˆm+2,m ≈ θ2 · ρˆm,m. It is then justied to neglet the o-
herenes ρˆ02 and ρˆ13 in the above equation. For brevity
we will dene ω21 = ω2−ω1, whih is the frequeny orre-
sponding to the transition from mF = 2 to mF = 1. This
frequeny is the Larmor frequeny and it is fast ompared
to the inverse time sale for dynamial evolution of the
spin state. Sine the RF-magneti eld frequeny ω will
be in the viinity of ω21 it will be onvenient to dene
the slowly varying operators
ρˆij = ρ˜ije
−iωt
(8)
Using this denition, equation (7) will turn into
∂ρ˜12
∂t
= (i[ω − ω21]− Γ/2)ρ˜12
+
igFµB
4~
C(F, 1)BRF [ρˆ22 − ρˆ11]
(9)
The onstant Γ will desribe the deay of the transverse
spin omponents. We will assume the time sale T2 for
the transverse spin deay is muh shorter than the time
sale T1 for the longitudinal spin omponent (along the z-
axis). Experimentally we typially nd T1 ≈ 200-300ms
and T2 ≤ 40ms and the approximation is justied. Then
the operator ρ˜12 will follow (ρˆ22−ρˆ11) adiabatially whih
is expressed mathematially by setting ∂ρ˜12/∂t = 0 in
the above equation. Alternatively, if onstant pumping
maintains Fz the small angle ondition θ ≪ 1 will ensure
onstant (ρˆ22− ρˆ11). Then the above is simply the steady
state ondition where transients have been damped away.
The result for ρˆ12 is then
ρˆ12 = − igFµBBRFC(F, 1)e
−iωt
4~ · (i[ω − ω21]− Γ/2) [ρˆ22 − ρˆ11] (10)
This method applies to all density operators ρˆm,m+1, and
substituting into equations (2a) and (2b) we get
Fˆx = Re
{
igFµBBRFN
4~
F−1∑
m=−F
[F (F + 1)−m(m+ 1)] · eiωt
i(ωm+1,m − ω)− Γm+1,m/2 [ρˆm+1,m+1 − ρˆm,m]
}
(11a)
Fˆy = Im
{
igFµBBRFN
4~
F−1∑
m=−F
[F (F + 1)−m(m+ 1)] · eiωt
i(ωm+1,m − ω)− Γm+1,m/2 [ρˆm+1,m+1 − ρˆm,m]
}
(11b)
4These equations an be interpreted as a number (2F ) of
two-level systems that all interat with the driving RF-
magneti eld. Two adjaent magneti sublevels m and
m+1 at as one two-level atom with the usual Lorentzian
response (resonane frequeny ωm+1,m and line width
Γm+1,m FWHM). Eah two-level system does not re-
spond with exatly the same weight whih is reeted
in the fator F (F + 1) −m(m + 1). All the resonanes
add up oherently to give the overall response of the spin
state to the RF-magneti eld. Note, that Fˆx and Fˆy
osillate at the driving frequeny ω and not the natu-
ral frequenies ωm+1,m. This is a steady state behavior,
just like the fored harmoni osillator when transients
have been damped. In setion IV we will omment on
non-steady state behavior of the spin system.
C. Modeling the spin state
In the previous subsetion we derived how the spin F
responds to an external RF-magneti eld BRF. Our
main motivation is to use this knowledge to haraterize
the spin state, i.e. we wish to apply the eld BRF and
measure the response Fˆx or Fˆy in order to dedue param-
eters like ρˆm,m, Γm+1,m and so on. Now, for esium in
the F = 4 hyperne ground state there are nine popula-
tions ρˆm,m and eight line widths Γm+1,m together with
the resonane frequenies. To t an experimentally mea-
sured spetrum (see e.g. Fig. 1) to all these parameters
will be very hard and in the following we will develop a
model to signiantly redue the number of free parame-
ters. We will just tailor a model and the justiation for
this model will be an experimental test.
Let us onsider a ase where we wish to orient all
atomi spins along the z-diretion, i.e. attempt to put
many atoms into the m = F substate. This an be done
experimentally by illuminating the atoms with irularly
polarized light, as will be desribed in the experimental
setion. It is then onvenient to dene the orientation p
as an order of merit
p =
1
F
F∑
−F
m · ρˆm,m = Fˆz
NF
(12)
Note, that with this denition p = 1 if all atoms are in
the extreme m = F sublevel, and p = 0 for a ompletely
unpolarized sample with ρˆm,m = 1/(2F + 1) for all m.
We try to let this be the only parameter desribing the
relationship between the nine populations ρˆm,m. With
the ondition
∑
ρˆm,m = 1 we have thus redued eight
free parameters to a single one.
Now, we desribe ensembles of atoms and given p we
will assume that the spin state maximizes the entropy
S = −Tr(ρˆ ln ρˆ). To nd the individual ρˆm,m we use the
method of Lagrange multipliers. We must solve
∂
∂ρˆm,m
(
S − α
∑
ρˆm,m − β
∑
m · ρˆm,m
)
= 0
⇒ ρˆm,m = e−1−α · e−β·m (13)
We now just need to adjust α and β in order that
Tr(ρˆ) = 1 and p is as desired. Doing this is more or
less a omputational problem and in priniple not dif-
ult. For the physial understanding we just need to
remember that we an write ρˆm,m ∝ ǫm where ǫ = e−β is
a parameter whih is a funtion of p. This an go diretly
into equations (11a) and (11b). We stress that the above
onsiderations are ment as an intuitive guideline to un-
derstand what is really just an experimentally justied
model. This model is only valid in some spei ases,
our example with irular polarized pumping light. Our
experiene tells us that the model works ne for large
longitudinal relaxation times T1 and not too strong in-
uene by the probe laser.
For the eight line widths Γm+1,m in the ase of esium
we will make a model with two free parameters. First, a
ommon line width Γ
om
is assigned to all transitions in-
dependent ofm. The physial ause for this type of deay
ould be magneti eld inhomogeneities, ollisions, and
loss mehanisms ommon to all atoms. In addition, if we
wish to reate a well oriented sample with m approah-
ing F we will need to illuminate the atoms with resonant
irularly polarized light. In our ase this is the 894nm
6S1/2, F = 4 to 6P1/2, F
′ = 4 line. This light auses ex-
itations from the atomi ground sublevel m with a rate
γm ∝ | 〈4,m, 1, 1|4,m+ 1〉 |2 = (4−m)(5+m)/40, where
the seond term is the square of Clebsh-Gordan oe-
ients. For a magneti transition between ground sub-
levels m and m+ 1 the resonant pumping light will on-
tribute to the line broadening proportional to γm+γm+1.
Thus we dene the width Γ
pump
aused by the optial
pumping proess suh that
Γm+1,m = Γom + Γpump
19− 2m−m2
4
(14)
where the normalization is suh that for the m = 3 →
m = 4 transition we have Γ4,3 = Γom + Γpump.
Finally, we must have the resonant frequenies as pa-
rameters in our model. We will write this as a entral
frequeny ω
enter
and a splitting ω
split
suh that
ωm+1,m = ωenter + ωsplit
(
m+
1
2
)
(15)
Theoretially we should have ω
split
= 2π · ν
QZ
(see equa-
tion (A7)) but we keep it as a free parameter sine in
pratie this splitting may dier slightly from the theo-
retial value beause of Stark splittings.
To sum up, a possible desription of the ground spin
state involves the total spin Fˆz and the orientation p
together with the line widths Γ
om
and Γ
pump
, and the
frequenies ω
enter
and ω
split
. An equivalent but ompu-
tationally easier way to represent Fˆz and p is to use the
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FIG. 2: (a) The lasers used in the experiment together with the level sheme of esium. The F = 4 ground state is with
its nine sublevels of main interest in this experiment. (b) The experimental setup. The atomi ensemble is illuminated with
optial pumping and repumping lasers with σ+-polarized light parallel to a stati bias magneti eld. This orients the spins
along the z-axis and gives rise to a 325kHz Larmor preession. An RF-magneti eld perpendiular to the spins indue small
spin omponents in the plane orthogonal to z whih are read out by polarization rotation of a linearly polarized probe laser
beam (giving an AC-signal). The spin along z an also be read out on a probe laser beam (giving a DC-Faraday signal).
number of atoms N4 = Nρˆ44 of atoms in m = 4 as one
parameter and the parameter ǫ suh that the population
Nm an be expressed as Nm = Nρˆm,m = N4ǫ
(4−m)
.
III. EXPERIMENT
In this experimental setion we will rst desribe the
experimental setup in order to understand what is atu-
ally measured and how the measurements relate to the
equations of setion II. Having this in plae we omment
on the requirements that atually allow us to resolve the
individual sublevels as seen in Fig. 1.
A. Experimental setup
The experimental setup and the laser level sheme is
shown in Fig. 2. Referring to part (a) of the gure, we
have a Ti:Sapphire laser probe detuned by ∆ ≈ 1GHz
from the 6S1/2, F = 4 → 6P3/2, F = 5 transition at
852nm. This laser is sensitive to the state of atoms in
the F = 4 ground state and will be used to probe these
atoms. To ontrol the state of atoms in the F = 4 ground
state we have two home built grating stabilized diode
lasers. The repump laser is tuned to the 6S1/2, F = 3→
6P3/2, F = 4 transition at 852nm. This mainly serves
to remove atoms from the otherwise dark F = 3 ground
state. The optial pump laser tuned to the 6S1/2, F =
4 → 6P1/2, F = 4 transition at 894nm plays the most
important role in distributing atoms among the sublevels
of the F = 4 ground state. Note, that atoms in the
extreme F = 4, mF = 4 state will not absorb light from
any of the two lasers.
Now turning to Fig. 2b, we plae a paran oated va-
por ell ontaining esium inside a shield of µ-metal to
isolate the atoms from laboratory and Earth magneti
elds. A stati magneti eld of strength approximately
0.9 Gauss is then applied in the z-diretion and the re-
pump and optial pump lasers are illuminating atoms
along that diretion. The polarization of these lasers an
be adjusted, and by hoosing irular polarization we an
orient the atomi spins along the z-diretion.
The probe laser is split into two beams. One of them
is direted along the x-diretion transverse to the atomi
magnetization reated by the repump and optial pump
lasers. This probe laser is linearly polarized along the z-
diretion and will undergo polarization rotation propor-
tional to the spin Fˆx along the x-axis (see e.g. [8, 13℄).
By suitable arrangement of a λ/2-plate and a PBS, the
dierene signal of two photo detetors will be propor-
tional to the polarization rotation (for small angles).
The atomi spins Fˆx along the x-axis will have zero
mean value unless an RF-magneti eld is applied trans-
versely to the stati magneti eld. We apply suh a
eld at frequeny ω (we shall all this frequeny the lo-
al osillator frequeny), and the motion of Fˆx will now
be desribed by equation (11a). We may write the out-
oming AC-signal as i(t) = α · Fˆx = α ·Re{A(t)} where α
is a onstant depending on beam geometry, laser detun-
ing and intensity [8℄, and A(t) reets the urly braket
of equation (11a). We know from this equation that
A(t) ≡ A(ω)eiωt will posses only a single frequeny om-
ponent, namely the loal osillator frequeny ω driving
the transverse spins Fˆx and Fˆy away from zero. The
amplitude of this frequeny omponent is experimentally
measured by inserting the photo urrent i(t) into a lok-
in amplier and deomposing the signal into sine and
osine omponents:
i(t) = α · Re{A(ω)eiωt}
= α · (Re{A(ω)} cos(ωt)− Im{A(ω)} sin(ωt)) (16)
The lok-amplier may give the sum of the squared am-
plitudes of the sine and osine omponents whih in our
6ase will be exatly α2|A(ω)|2. We shall all this sig-
nal our magneto-optial resonane signal at frequeny ω
(MORS(ω) in short). Combining the above with equa-
tion (11a) and ignoring irrelevant onstants we nd
MORS(ω) = onst ·
∣∣∣∣∣N
F−1∑
m=−F
[F (F + 1)−m(m+ 1)]
i(ωm+1,m − ω)− Γm+1,m/2[ρˆm+1,m+1 − ρˆm,m]
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(17)
The seond part of the probe laser beam in Fig. 2b is
linearly polarized and is direted along the stati mag-
neti eld diretion and will be subjet to polarization
rotation proportional to the atomi spin Fˆz . The angle
of rotation θDC (denoted the DC-Faraday rotation angle)
an be measured and we have in analogy with (17)
θDC = onst · Fˆz = onst ·N
F∑
m=−F
mρˆm,m (18)
With the magneto-optial resonane signal, the DC-
Faraday rotation angle, and the methods of setion II C
at hand we will be able to say muh about the number
of atoms N of the sample, the populations ρˆm,m and the
deay rates Γm+1,m of the oherenes ρˆm,m+1.
B. Resolving the dierent Zeeman lines
To resolve the dierent Zeeman lines we obviously need
Γm+1,m . ωQZ. There are many ontributions to the
deay of the transverse oherenes, ollisions between
atoms, ollisions with the ell walls, power broadening by
laser light, dephasing by magneti eld inhomogeneities.
Atoms are kept in a paran oated glass ell whih
prevents atoms from depolarizing when hitting the walls.
This method an inrease the oherene time up to
roughly 1 seond [14℄. However, our reord is somewhat
lower at 50ms.
The probe laser beams give only a marginal ontribu-
tion to the deay if they are detuned suiently far from
the resonane or has a low intensity. We estimate the rate
Γph at whih an atom satters photons by the two-level
atom result (see e.g. [15℄)
Γph =
γ
2
s
1 + s
≈ 3Iλ
3γ2
16π2~c∆2
(19)
where s = I/Isat1+(2∆/γ)2 is the saturation parameter. I is
the beam intensity with Isat = 2π
2
~cγ/3λ3 being the
saturation intensity. λ is the optial wave length, γ is
the natural line width of the optial transition, and ∆ is
the detuning (assumed muh greater than γ in the last
step of the equation). In our ase we operate at up to
1mW/m
2
and the detuning is typially around 1GHz
whih ontributes the order of Γph = 100Hz to the deay
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FIG. 3: The measured line width as a funtion of an applied
magneti eld gradient. We onrm the saling derived in
equation (20). The 8.7Hz minimum is set by ollisions, power
broadening or possible residual inhomogeneities and the ad-
ditional quadrati part stems from the applied magneti eld
inhomogeneity.
rate aording to the above estimate. We usually ob-
serve a somewhat smaller width whih probably an be
attributed to the rude two-level atom approximation.
Nonetheless, to be able to see the magneto-optial res-
onane signal a onsiderably weaker probe an be used
and the power broadening an easily be redued below
1Hz.
The repump laser beam is detuned roughly 9GHz from
the F = 4 ground state and thus plays a very minor role
even at strong intensities. The optial pump laser is di-
retly on resonane with the F = 4 ground state sublevels
and then only a moderate intensity an be allowed if dif-
ferent Zeeman lines should be resolved. The quantitative
aspets of the optial pump laser power broadening was
disussed in equation (14).
The magneti eld must be homogeneous to a high
degree. Sine atoms are moving around in the magneti
eld, dierent atoms will experiene dierent magneti
eld strengths and hene dierent Larmor frequenies.
To estimate the role of a possible gradient ∂B/∂z we use
the following simple model (see e.g. [16℄). First, divide
7the atomi sample into two parts, 1 and 2, along the bias
magneti eld diretion. If the sample length is L and the
bias eld has strength B0, the eld strength in the two
parts will be of order B0±∂B/∂z ·L and the dierene in
Larmor frequeny will be (gFµB/~)∂B/∂z · L aording
to (A4). We follow an atom during the time T it takes
for it to deohere. If v is a typial speed of the atomi
motion, the number of visits n1 in part 1 or n2 in part
2 will be of order Tv/L, sine eah visit has duration
L/v. The dierene n1−n2 has mean zero and standard
deviation of the order std(n1 − n2) =
√
Tv/L. Thus the
unertainty δφ in the aumulated phase during Larmor
preession is
δφ ≈ gFµB
~
· ∂B
∂z
L · L
v
· std(n1 − n2) ≈ 1
⇒ Γinh ≈ 1
T
≈
(gFµB
~
)2 L3
v
(
∂B
∂z
)2
(20)
In the rst line we set δφ equal to unity sine this is the
situation after the time of deoherene T . We see that
the broadening Γinh by inhomogeneities sales quadrat-
ially with the eld gradient. If we take gF ≈ 1/4 (see
eq. (A5)), L = 0.030m, v =
√
kBT/mCs = 137m/s at
T = 300K, we get gFµB/~ = 350Hz/mG and expet the
broadening to be Γinh = 0.024Hz ·m2/mG2 · (∂B/∂z)2.
The experimental investigation an be seen in Fig. 3
and we denitely onrm the saling law predited above.
The numbers math within a fator of two whih puts
some ondene to our simple model but this is probably
also partly luk sine we were very rude in the model
w.r.t. fators of 2 and π. Comparing the experimental
result with the splitting due to the quadrati Zeeman
eet (A7) we nd for our partiular setup that in order
to have Γinh < νQZ we must have 1/B · ∂B/∂z · L <
1.2 · 10−3.
C. Conrming the spin modeling
We will now give experimental support to the theo-
retial derivations and the modeling of the spin state as
desribed in setion II. We rst fous on the validity of
the simple model introdued in subsetion II C, i.e. we
test the dependene ρˆm,m ∝ ǫm, the model for the line
widths (14), and the frequeny distribution (15).
With the setting as in Fig. 2b we leave the optial
pump laser o and vary the polarization of the repump
laser. This will reate dierent distributions of ρˆm,m and
we reord the MORS. In Fig. 1 we see an example where
all eight lines are learly visible, the polarization of the
repump laser was here quite far away from being purely
irular. The dots are experimental points and the solid
line is a t to the model (17) with N , ǫ, Γcom, ωcenter, and
ωsplit as free parameters. Γpump is set to zero. We see
that the solid line mathes the experimental points very
well. Note, that ǫ orresponding to p = 0.346 is the only
parameter really desribing the relative strength of the
individual peaks, while the other parameters are ommon
to all peaks. The enter frequeny ωcenter ≈ 325250Hz is
set by the magneti eld (or to be true, this frequeny was
a quiet plae in terms of laser noise for other experiments
and thus our detetors was tuned to this frequeny). The
splitting ωsplit = 22Hz is lose to the 23Hz expeted from
Eq. (A7). The small deviation is due to Stark shifts from
the laser beams. Finally, we nd Γcom = 9.4Hz (FWHM).
This orresponds to a life time of the spin oherene of
34ms.
The next example is reorded with the repump laser
purely irular and optial pump laser still o. The spe-
trum an be seen in Fig. 4a. Now the spetrum is dis-
plaed muh more to one side and the t gives p = 0.823.
This single parameter still seems to desribe the shape
with good auray.
The third example we will show is seen in Fig. 4b.
Here the situation is as before but now with a weak opti-
al pump present. We observe an additional broadening
of the left most peak by Γpump = 5.5Hz and we also
note that the seond peak seems muh broader (should
have an additional broadening by 15.1Hz aording to
Eq. (14)). Sine the t and the experimental points fol-
low eah other very well, we get support for the modeling
of Γpump. The orientation p = 0.967 shows that we are
very lose to have all atoms in mF = 4 with only a mod-
erate amount of optial pumping light.
In the three examples desribed above we also get a t
for the number of atoms N on a relative sale (the on-
stant in front of Eq. (17) depends on many experimental
parameters so we do not wish to alulate it in absolute
units). Multiplying this N with the tted orientation p
gives the total spin Jz (on a relative sale). Now, the
DC-Faraday rotation signal θDC (see (18)) gives an inde-
pendent measure of Jz and we may ompare the tted Jz
with θDC to get another onsisteny hek on the model.
This is shown in Fig. 5a where we plot the tted Jz as a
funtion of θDC. The lowest points are taken with the re-
pump laser only and varying repump polarization. The
upper eight points are taken with purely irular opti-
al pump of inreasing intensity in addition to a purely
irular repump laser. We see a very nie agreement be-
tween the tted and the diretly measured values giving
strong support to both the derivations leading to Eq. (17)
and the modeling of the spin state desribed in subse-
tion II C.
D. Unresolved lines
The spetra shown so far have been more or less well
resolved whih enabled us to diretly determine the ori-
entation p. Now, how muh information an we extrat
if the line widths are muh broader than the quadrati
Zeeman splitting ωsplit?
First, assume that all atoms are subjet to deoherene
with the same rate desribed by Γcom ≫ ωsplit and deay
from pumping light is a small ontribution Γpump ≈ 0.
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FIG. 4: Two examples of experimental (dots) and tted (solid line) traes. The left graph was obtained with pure σ-polarized
repump laser and no optial pumping. On the right graph a small amount of optial pumping light is added giving rise to a
non-zero Γpump. Here one an, on areful inspetion, observe that the two leftmost peaks have dierent widths. Note also, that
the height has grown by a fator of three ompared to the graph on the left.
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FIG. 5: (a) Consisteny hek of the models. Fits to dierent spetra give an estimate of Jz . This an be ompared diretly
to the independently measured DC-Faraday rotation signal θDC whih is proportional to Jz . We indeed observe a straight
line through the origin. Note, the model desription ρˆm,m ∝ ǫ
m
proved to be less aurate for the lowest four points, but by
oinidene the points still t well. (b) The interdependene of p, Jz and Γpump in the limit where Γpump dominates both the
ommon width Γcom and the quadrati Zeeman splitting ωsplit. Dierent hoies of tting parameters will lead to a satisfatory
t and additional information is needed to plae preise bonds on p. If for example Jz is measured independently with an
auray of 2% the orientation an be dened within 1% in the example shown.
Then Eq. (17) redues to
MORS(ω) = const·
∣∣∣∣2N
∑
mρˆm,m
i(ω0 − ω) + Γcom
∣∣∣∣
2
∝ |Jz|2 (21)
We see that in this ase the spetrum will be a single
Lorentzian the size of whih is only depending on Jz. In
this ase the independent measure from the DC-Faraday
signal would only ontribute exatly the same informa-
tion and we will not be able to dedue the orientation
p.
On the other hand, if Γpump dominates Γcom and
ωsplit we will get a signal that depends on the internal
atomi spin state. To examine this approximation we set
Γcom = ωsplit = 0 and try to t the rest of the param-
eters to a spetrum whih is a perfet Lorentzian. The
orret tting parameters of ourse have p = 1 and Γpump
equal to the Lorentzian width but in pratial life other
sets of parameters will also t the spetrum to some ex-
tent. We nd that orientations in the range p = 0.9 to
p = 1 result in an agreement one would nd reasonable
if the spetrum was an experimental trae. By xing p
to a value in this range, the values given from the t
of Jz and Γopt are shown in Fig. 5b. We see that if we
an estimate one of the parameters Jz or Γopt indepen-
dently we should be able to alulate the orientation p.
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FIG. 6: An example of the magneto-optial resonane signal
in a pulsed regime. The spin state is lose to the maximal
state with mF = 4 as assumed in the text. Note the ripples
whih have frequeny spaing (15ms)−1. The deay rate Γ
takes dierent values during one measurement yle depend-
ing on whih lasers are on. The timing of laser pulses is shown
in the inset and the orresponding deay rates shown on the
left part of the gure.
For instane, a measurement of Jz to an auray of 2%
will x the orientation p to 1%. One only needs to have
one x point, e.g. if one knows that we have p = 1 per-
fetly in one ase, or if one an redue Γpump to the point
where the spetral lines beome resolved and a alibra-
tion like Fig. 5 an be performed. Experimentally we
have seen orientations better than p = 0.98 for atomi
densities around 1011cm−3. The optial pumping laser
at the 894nm D1-line is essential to this ahievement.
We have tried to optially pump on the D2-line with
somewhat lower orientation as a result (a little above
p = 0.9). A possible explanation is that the resattered
light on the F = 4, mF = 4 → F = 5, mF = 5 tran-
sition from one atom aets the state of other atoms.
Indeed, aording to [17℄, even with a dark state when
using 894nm pumping light one would expet problems
with densities higher than ρC = (σR)
−1
beause radia-
tion will be trapped inside the sample. Here σ is the ross
setion for light absorption and R is the extent of the gas
sample. Our atomi sample is Doppler broadened with
the width δνD = 378MHz. With a natural line width of
the 894nm D1-transition of γ = 4.6MHz and a sample
extent of R = 3m we estimate the ritial density ρC to
be roughly ρC ≈ [λ2/2π ·γ/δνD ·R]−1 = 2 ·1011cm−3. We
see that we are in the regime where radiation trapping
may be a limiting fator, but the experiments tell us that
the limitations are still small.
IV. PULSED EXPERIMENTS
All previous derivations and measurements have been
arried out in w settings, i.e. Eqs. (11a) and (11b) as-
sume onstant values of frequeny ω and deay rates
Γm+1,m. This is indeed valid if lasers are running w
and if we san the frequeny ω slowly enough. But some
experiments must be arried out in a setting with pulsed
lasers, e.g. one might wish to prepare the spin state in
the maximally oriented state F = 4, mF = 4 by illumi-
nating atoms by a pulse of resonant, irularly polarized
laser light. Suh state preparation has been used, e.g. for
reation of entanglement between two samples of esium
atoms [6℄. For the magneto-optial resonane method to
be useful in suh experiments it must be utilized in the
orret experimental onditions whih now means time
varying deay rates Γm+1,m. In this setion we outline
the extensions into the pulsed regimes and disuss the ap-
pliability of the magneto-optial resonane method for
haraterization of spin states under these irumstanes.
We assume for simpliity that atoms are pumped to
mF = 4 to an extent that we only need to onsider tran-
sitions between mF = 3 and mF = 4. The extension to
all levels should be straightforward (but umbersome).
For these two levels we may write Eq. (9) as
∂ρ˜34
∂t
= (i∆− Γ/2)ρ˜34 + iχ[ρˆ44 − ρˆ33] (22)
where ∆ = ω − ω43 and χ = gFµBBRFC(F, 3)/4~. We
assume as in setion II B that the populations ρˆ44 and
ρˆ33 an be treated as onstants orresponding to small
angle deviations from the z-axis. Then the solution of
the above equation is straightforward
ρ˜34(t) = ρ˜34(0)e
(i∆−Γ/2)t
− iχ
i∆− Γ/2[ρˆ44 − ρˆ33]
(
1− e(i∆−Γ/2)t
)
(23)
This solution starts out with ρ˜34(0) at t = 0 and
makes a damped osillation toward the steady state value
−iχ[ρˆ44− ρˆ33]/(i∆− Γ/2). Note, this steady state value
is exatly the result in (10), and it is reahed in a time
≈ Γ−1. With the solution of ρ˜34 we an ontinue to nd
the atual spin, e.g. Fˆx given by (2a) and predit the
results of a measurement.
Experimentally, we set up pumping lasers and a probe
laser measuring the transverse spin state as in Fig. 2b.
The lasers are turned on and o with aousto- and
eletro-optial modulators. The deay rate in the absene
of lasers is denoted Γdark whih is typially small. When
the probe laser is on an additional broadening of Γprobe
is present leading to a total deay rate of Γprobe +Γdark.
During the optial pumping pulse the atoms are typ-
ially subjet to a high deay rate given in total by
Γpump + Γdark. The probe laser is typially turned on
shortly after the optial pumping has been turned o
and is maintained for a time shorter than the deay time
(Γprobe + Γdark)
−1
. We are thus in the transient regime
of Eq. (23) and given the frequeny ω of the driving RF-
magneti eld we annot obtain a simple estimate of the
amplitude of the response at that frequeny as in (17).
Instead we have time varying quadrature omponents of
the measured AC-signal and we simply average these over
10
time in the presene of the probe laser. From the perspe-
tive of modeling we need to evolve ρ˜34 aording to (23)
with the relevant deay rates and integrate the result over
the time of the probe laser pulse.
An example of an experimental trae with orrespond-
ing numerial modeling is shown in Fig. 6. The inset
shows the pulse sequene of lasers with a total period of
15ms. The repump and optial pump lasers are turned
on for 1.0ms with a high power making a power broad-
ening Γpump = 770 ± 30Hz. After a 0.3ms period with
lasers o the probe laser is red for a 0.5ms period giv-
ing rise to a small power broadening Γprobe ≈ 2Hz in
addition to the bakground value around Γdark ≈ 18Hz.
These deay rates are estimated from w experiments ar-
ried out with the same laser powers. The experimental
trae mathes quite well the alulated spetrum in the
sense that the general trend with a entral peak and some
broader bakground struture is present. Also, the 15ms
period together with the (rotating frame) osillation at
frequeny ∆ introdues ripples in both the experimen-
tal and alulated traes with spaing (15ms)−1 = 67Hz.
However, there is some asymmetry in the experimental
trae whih naturally is not present in the modeling. This
asymmetry ould be an eet of non-perfet orientation
or maybe an eet of the frequeny san being a little too
fast. But this is a minor detail to the general impression
that the modeling is doing quite well.
We have tried to vary the duration of the pump pulse,
the duration of the probe pulse, and the value of Γpump.
In all ases we maintain the agreement between measured
and alulated spetra as demonstrated for the single ex-
ample in Fig. 6. If Γpump is strong, the magneto-optial
resonane signal is essentially a broad feature the stru-
ture of whih in priniple an be alulated. But varying
the total number of atoms we have seen experimentally
that a simple relation like Jz ∝
√
area · width pratially
holds very well where Jz is measured by a DC-Faraday
rotation signal (18) and the area and width refer to the
pulsed spetrum. This relation is exat in the w ase
for p = 1 but is apparently useful in some ases for the
pulsed spetrum. This is an advantage sine we in these
ases need not perform the more umbersome modeling
suggested by (23).
V. CONCLUSION
We have studied the magneto-optial resonane for e-
sium in a vapor ell as a method for haraterization of
the quantum spin state of the atomi vapor. We have op-
tially pumped the atoms to various distributions among
the Zeeman sublevels and exploited the magneto-optial
resonane signal, in partiular the quadrati Zeeman ef-
fet, to haraterize these distributions and the deay
rate of oherenes among the levels.
The theoretial desription relies on well known teh-
niques ombined with ad ho tailored models for our
partiular needs. Speially useful has been the relation
ρˆm,m ∝ ǫm whih just happened to be a suient model
in many of our ases. Our experiments agree very well
with the models in the w ase and demonstrate that
signals obtained in the pulsed regime are useful and well
understood. Our approah with the quadrati Zeeman ef-
fet is partiularly well suited for haraterization of the
ground spin state within a hyperne multiplet. Given
the o-resonant laser probe with low photon sattering
rate we obtain the required high resolution. The meth-
ods ould be extended to the mirowave region and over
transitions between dierent hyperne levels similar to
the approah in [11℄. For exited spin state harateriza-
tion the fast spontaneous deay rules out high resolution
methods. In this ase sattered photons from the pump-
ing proess may provide useful information [12℄.
We have been able to reate the oherent spin state to a
high degree of auray (better than 98%) whih is a very
good starting point for studies of quantum eets in our
spin ensemble. One limitation of our proedure is the fat
that high orientations and high pumping rates derease
the possible resolution as disussed in setion IIID. Thus
it takes some eort and experimental stability to see the
dierene between a 98% and a 100% polarized sample.
Also, a pulsed laser setup ompliates the onlusions
but valuable information an still be extrated. The use
of 894nm pumping light on the D1-transition turns the
F = 4, mF = 4 state into a dark state whih has proved
to be essential to obtain high degrees of orientation.
The reliable method for haraterization of a oherent
spin state of atoms in a paran oated vapor ell de-
sribed above provides the basis for implementation of
various entanglement and quantum ommuniation pro-
tools utilizing olletive atomi spin states.
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APPENDIX A: THE QUADRATIC ZEEMAN
EFFECT
The quadrati Zeeman eet is well understood [18℄, we
will just outline the important results for ompleteness
of this paper. An alkaline atom in an external magneti
eld B is desribed by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ = haI · J− µJ
J
J ·B− µI
I
I ·B (A1)
where J desribes the angular momentum of the out-
ermost eletron, I is the nulear spin, a desribes the
strength of the magneti dipole interation between the
eletroni and nulear spin, and h is Plank's on-
stant. The magneti moment of the eletron (for an s-
eletron with L = 0) is µJ = −1.0011596521869(41)µB.
The value for the nulear moment in esium is µI =
11
2.582025(4)µN . Thus, the last term in (A1) always gives
a minor orretion ompared to the seond term, but the
relative strength between the rst and seond terms de-
pends on the magneti eld B.
The exat solution for the energy E to the above
Hamiltonian is
EF,m = − hνhfs
2(2I + 1)
− µI
I
Bm± hνhfs
2
√
1 +
4m
2I + 1
x+ x2
(A2)
where ± is used for F = I ± 1/2, m is the magneti
quantum number (quantized along the diretion of the
magneti eld), B = |B|, and the hyperne splitting νhfs
relates to a by hνhfs =
ha
2 (2I + 1). The parameter x
desribes the relative strength between the Zeeman eet
and the hyperne splitting:
x =
(−µJ/J + µI/I)B
hνhfs
(A3)
For weak elds m desribes the projetion of the total
angular momentum F = I+J. The energy levels (A2) an
be seen in the inset of Fig. 1 as a funtion of the strength
of the magneti eld. We see that for small eld strengths
or very strong elds, the energy depends linearly on B. In
the intermediate region the situation is quite non-linear.
Our experiment is performed in the weak eld regime
with x ≈ 3 · 10−4. Here a linear approximation is very
good, but it is important to alulate also the seond
order ontribution.
We study the magneti sublevels by induing magneti
transitions with ∆m = ±1. Thus, it will be interesting to
alulate the separation of adjaent sublevels. We start
out by expanding (A2) to rst order in the magneti eld
strength B (leaving out the onstant shift independent of
B). With the standard onvention
E
(1)
F,m = gFµBBm (A4)
we get for esium with nulear spin I = 7/2
gF =
1
µB
(
−µI
I
± −µJ/J + µI/I
2I + 1
)
=
{
0.250390 for F = 4
−0.251194 for F = 3
(A5)
These two numbers dier in magnitude by approximately
0.3%. Thus, in the lower linear regime of the inset of
Fig. 1 we have a slightly higher separation between levels
for the ase of F = 3 than F = 4.
To alulate the quadrati Zeeman shift, it will sue
to do the approximation µI = 0. In this ase we may
write the rst order expansion of (A2) as hνL ≡ Em+1 −
Em =
−µJ/J
2I+1 · B, and we then easily derive to seond
order
Em+1 − Em
h
= νL
(
1− νL
νhfs
(2m+ 1)
)
(A6)
This equation desribes the transition frequeny between
the m'th and the (m + 1)'th level. The separation νQZ
aused by the quadrati Zeeman eet between two lines
in e.g. Fig. 1 will thus be
νQZ =
2ν2L
νhfs
(A7)
All our experiments reported in this paper will have νL in
the viinity of 325kHz orresponding to a magneti eld
of a little less than 1 Gauss. With the esium hyper-
ne splitting being νhfs = 9.1926GHz we get a quadrati
Zeeman splitting of 23Hz.
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